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The attached final report presents the results of our follow-

up review of the Food and Drug AdministrationIs (FDA) progress 

in implementing recommendations contained in our report 

entitled, "Review of the Food and Drug Administration's 

Generic Drug Management Information System" (A-15-89-00063), 

issued on July 6, 1990. That report was the second in a 

series of reports issued by the Office of Inspector General 

(OIG) in the generic drug area when it became known that 

certain employees in FDA's then Division of Generic Drugs 

willfully manipulated the application review process to give 

preferential treatment to certain pharmaceutical companies. 

In our July 1990 report, we made recommendations on how the 

generic drug management information system (MIS) could be 

better used by FDA to improve management and oversight of the 

generic drug review and approval process. 


Our follow-up review disclosed that although FDA has taken 

certain actions to implement the recommendations made in our 

July 1990 report, more needs to be done. We determined that 

the generic drug MIS still does not track, in elapsed days, 

important events throughout the entire application review 

process, nor does it provide the reasons for variances in the 

times needed by FDA to approve applications for the same drug 

products submitted by different firms. In addition, FDA's 

alternative method for maintaining data on generic drug 

application deficiencies--a one-time study--rather than 

entering deficiency data into the MIS at the time the 

application is being reviewed, does not provide the means to 

continuously analyze how the drug industry can improve the 

quality of applications. Our follow-up review further 

disclosed that, with one exception, the MIS data on 

assignments were accurate and up-to-date, and the MIS was used 

as the primary tool to estimate the staffing needs for 

reviewing applications. We have made several recommendations 

to further improve the generic drug MIS. 
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The Public Health Service (PHS), in its August 19, 1992 

response to our draft report, generally concurred in principle 

with each of our recommendations, but disagreed with the 
specific measures we proposed for improving the generic drug 
MIS. The PHS comments have been incorporated into the Agency 
Comments and OIG Response section of the report and are 

included in their entirety in the Appendix. 


We would appreciate your comments on this final report within 

60 days. Should you wish to discuss the issues raised by our 

review and recommendations, please call me or have your staff 

contact Daniel W. Blades, Assistant Inspector General for 

Public Health Service Audits, at (301)443-3583. 


Attachment 
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This final report provides the results of our follow-up review 

of the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) progress in 
implementing recommendations contained in our report entitled, 

"Review of the Food and Drug Administration’s Generic Drug 
Management Information System" (A-15-89-00063),issued on 

July 6, 1990. That report was the second in a series of 

reports issued by the Office of Inspector General (OIG) in the 

generic drug area when it became known that certain employees 

in FDA's then Division of Generic Drugs willfully manipulated 
the application review process to give preferential treatment 

to certain pharmaceutical companies. 


The generic drug management information system (MIS) is 
designed to provide supervisors and senior management of FDA's 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) with the 
necessary information to track the currept status of 
Abbreviated New Drug Applications (ANDA) reviews and 
assignments, manage personnel workloads, compile statistics, 
and maintain qualitative information about each application 
received and its review. The generic drug MIS is part of 
CDER's VAXcluster, which is a computer network serving 35 to 
40 CDER users. 

In our July 1990 report, we made recommendations on how the 

generic drug MIS could be better used by FDA to improve 

management and oversight of the generic drug review and 

approval process. Specifically, we recommended that FDA: 


use the MIS to produce additional information to 

enable management to track the progress of 

applications, in elapsed days, through the review 


‘Drug firms must submit ANDAs to FDA for approvalto marketgeneric drug products. An 
ANDA contains, among other data, information on the generic drug’stherapeuticequivalence to the 
brand name drug, thegeneric drug’schemistry, and samples of proposed labeling. 
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process; and to compare and analyze variances in 

application approval times; 


include in the MIS information on the type and 

frequency of deficiencies found during application 

reviews: 


correct information in the MIS data base to 

accurately reflect the assignment of applications to 

reviewers; 


use the MIS to determine how effectively its current 

generic drug resources are used and to more 

precisely determine future staffing needs: and 


revise the comprehensive action plan for generic 

drugs to incorporate those actions necessary to 

correct weaknesses in the generic drug MIS. 


This follow-up review disclosed that although FDA has taken 

certain actions to implement the recommendations made in our 

July 1990 report, more needs to be done. Our follow-up 

revealed that: (1) the generic drug MIS still does not 

routinely track, in elapsed days, important events throughout 

the entire application review cycle, nor does it provide the 

reasons for variances in the times needed by FDA to approve 

applications for the same drug products submitted by different 

firms: (2) FDA's alternative method for maintaining data on 

ANDA deficiencies--a one-time study--does not provide the 

means to continuously analyze how the drug industry can 

improve the quality of applications; (3) with one exception, 

the MIS data on assignments appeared accurate and up-to-date; 

(4) the generic drug MIS was used as the primary tool to 

estimate its staffing needs for reviewing generic drug 

applications: and (5) FDA has adequately tracked all 

recommendations made by OIG in the generic drug area to 

determine the status of corrective actions. 


BACKGROUND 


In June 1988, the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations 

(Subcommittee), House Committee on Energy and Commerce, 

received allegations of improprieties associated with the 

generic drug approval process at FDA. Specifically, it was 

alleged that certain employees in FDA's then Division of 

Generic Drugs willfully manipulated the application review 

process to give preferential treatment to certain 

pharmaceutical companies. The Subcommittee referred criminal 

allegations to OIG for investigation. The OIG investigation 

into these allegations, under the auspices of the United 

States Attorney's Office, also identified fraud and 

misrepresentation in the generic drug approval process, 
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including false statements and claims, as well as product 

substitution. As of July 1992, 29 individuals, including 5 

FDA employees, and 8 companies have pleaded guilty or have 

been found guilty of fraud or corruption charges. The 

investigation is continuing. 


These events led FDA to develop, in August 1989, a 
comprehensive plan to strengthen the procedures by which 
generic drugs are evaluated and approved, and to bolster FDA’s 
capacity to identify and correct fraudulent practrces that can 
affect the integrity of its review process. One of the 
highlights of the plan was FDA's commitment to strengthen 
program management and oversight of the generic drug program. 

Since an important element of program management and oversight 

is an effective MIS, OIG conducted a review of FDA's generic 

drug MIS. In July 1990, we reported that FDA lacked an 

adequate MIS to effectively monitor the generic drug 

application review process. We also stated that an effective 

MIS, or management reporting system, should: (1) provide 

accurate, timely, and meaningful data to assist management in 

achieving the objectives of the organization; and (2) provide 

information in a timely manner so that managers can identify 

problems and take prompt corrective action to avert crisis 

situations. 


In response to our report, FDA, through its parent agency, the 

Public Health Service (PHS), advised us in October 1990 that 

it concurred or partially concurred with all but one of the 

recommendations in our July 1990 report. The FDA did not 

agref with our recommendation that its comprehensive action 

plan for generic drugs be revised to include actions 
necessary to correct MIS weaknesses since the status of these 
actions are tracked quarterly in a separate monitoring system 
until fully implemented. 

The Office of Generic Drugs (OGD), located in FDA's CDER in 
Rockville, Maryland, reviews original ANDAs, their 

20n August 18, 1989, the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the former Commissioner 
of FDA announced a comprehensive action plan to address the serious deficiencies in the generic 

andapproval The FDA established a system to specifically track implementationdrugreview process. 

of these actions. In addition, FDA established separate tracking systems to monitor implementation 
of OIG recommendations regarding the generic drug approval process and the generic drug MIS. 
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amendments3 and supplements, 
4 
and determines their 

approvability based on medical and scientific data. The OGD 
comprises six ANDA chemistry review branches, an antibiotic 
drug review branch, three bioequivalency review branches, a 
labeling review staff, a program support staff, and a 
management staff. The FDA field personnel provide support to 
OGD by conducting manufacturing plant inspections, product 
testing, and product monitoring. During Fiscal Year 1991, OGD 
received 1,453 original and amended generic drug applications 

and approved 141. 


OBJECTIVE, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 


The objective of our follow-up review was to determine if FDA 

had implemented the recommendations made in OIG’s report 

entitled, "Review of the Food and Drug Administration's 

Generic Drug Management Information System,1' issued on 

July 6, 1990. To achieve this objective we verified, to the 

extent possible, the corrective actions that PHS stated were 

taken or proposed in its October 1990 response to OIGls report 

and subsequent progress reports. 


We interviewed OGD officials and obtained documents to gather 

information on the process used to track applications through 

the review process. To determine the accuracy of reviewer 

assignments, we compared MIS reports identifying application 

reviewers with current OGD staffing rosters. We also analyzed 

FDA's IlComprehensiveNeeds Assessment" and related documents 

to determine the process used to estimate staffing 

requirements for the generic drug application review process. 

Finally, we reviewed two reports prepared by FDA on 

(1) chemistry and manufacturing deficiencies, and (2) labeling 

deficiencies contained in generic drug applications. These 

reports were prepared as an alternative to our recommendation 

that deficiencies identified in generic drug applications be 

included in the MIS. 


The PHS, in its response to our draft report, generally 

concurred in principle with each of our recommendations, but 

disagreed with the specific measures we proposed for improving 

the generic drug MIS. The PHS comments pertaining to our 

recommendations, dated August 19, 1992, have been incorporated 


3An amendment is a drug firm’s response to a not approvable letter issued by FDA describing 
deficiencies in the drug firm’s ANDA. 

'A firm must submit a supplemental application, or supplement, to FDA in order to change the 
conditions which were agreed upon when the ANDA was approved. Some examples of supplements 
include changes in manufacturing or testing procedures, changes in composition of the drug, or 
changes in size or shape of the tablet. Supplements can be made only to an already approved 
application. 
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into the Agency Comments and OIG Response section of this 

report and are included in their entirety in the Appendix. 


Our review, performed from September through December 1991, at 

OGD offices in Rockville, Maryland, was conducted in 

accordance with generally accepted government auditing 

standards. 


RESULTS OF FOLLOW-UP REVIEW 


Our follow-up review disclosed that although FDA has taken 

certain actions to implement the recommendations made in our 

report, the MIS continues to need improvement so that it 

provides an effective tool for managers to ensure the 

integrity of the generic drug application review process. Our 

evaluation of FDA's implementation of each of our 

recommendations is presented below. Our recommendations from 

the July 1990 report are followed by a description of FDA's 

corrective action and our evaluation of that corrective 

action. 


OIG Recommendation: Use the MIS to produce additional 

information to enable management to track the progress of 

applications, in elapsed days, through the review process; and 

to compare and analyze variances in application approval 

times. 


FDA Corrective Action: In responding to our July 1990 report, 

FDA agreed that the MIS should track the progress of 

applications in elapsed days through the review process. The 

FDA stated that, using reports generated from the MIS, the 

status of each application under review is discussed at least 

every 2 weeks by management at the division level and at least 

monthly at the office level. According to FDA, this provides 

a "real time" mechanism to monitor the progress of 

applications and identify and explain any variations in review 

time. The FDA stated that this system also enables management 

to identify problems before they result in the delay of an 

application. 


OIG Follow up: We determined that although the MIS is 

generating reports showing the total number of elapsed days 

required to approve a generic drug from date of receipt to 

date of approval, it is not tracking the number of days needed 

to complete key events within the ANDA review process. Such 

key events include: the number of days needed by FDA to 

review each original ANDA and amendment submitted by a drug 
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firm; and the number of days needed by the drug firm to 

respond to each not approvable letter issued by FDA. 


The importance of capturing this key event data in the MIS is 
underscored by our finding that wide variances in review times 
continue, indicating possible application processing problems. 
During this follow-up review, we were able to identify in MIS 
reports examples of wide variances of processing times for the 
same drug. Although we could not determine from the reports 
why these variances occurred, it is possible that the 
variances are indicative of the type of preferential treatment 
accorded by several FDA employees to certain generic drug 
firms in the late 1980s. Such preferential treatment occurred 
by consciously approving certain firms' ANDAs faster than 
other firms’ ANDAs, for the same drug. In our July 1990 
review, we found similar wide variances in the time required 
to approve applications for the same drug product submitted by 
different companies. 

The table below shows examples we identified during our 
follow-up review of extremely wide variances in approval times 
for the same generic drug. 

Comparison of ANDA Approval Times 

NAME OF DRUG 	 DATE ANDA 

RECEIVED 


DATE ANDA DAYS NEEDED 

APPROVED FOR APPROVAL 


ALBUTEROL SULFATE 
Firm A 02 MAY 88 31 JAN 91 1004 
Firm B 22 APR 88 07 APR 89 350 

FENOPROFEN CALCIUM 
Firm C 29 JAN 88 30 APR 91 1187 
Firm D 20 JAN 88 22 AUG 88 215 

SULINDAC 
Firm E 21 MAY 87 17 APR 91 1427 
Firm F 06 AUG 87 23 MAY 88 291 

TRAZODONE 
HYDROCHLORIDE 

Firm G 03 JUL 86 27 FEB 91 1700 
Firm H 16 SEP 86 11 DEC 87 451 

‘A not approvableletteris a letterFDA issuesto a drugfirmdescribingwhichareasin theANDA 
aredeficientandwhy. A not approvableletter,issuedfor virtuallyallANDAs,is one of thefirstactions 
in theANDA reviewprocess. The firm’sresponseto a not approvableletteris calledan amendmentto 
theoriginalANDA 
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While we recognize that all ANDAs cannot be approved in the 

same amount of time, the extremely wide variances in approval 

times should be tracked and analyzed by management. Such 

analyses would be particularly useful in providing early 

warning of potential application processing problems. 


OIG Recommendation: Include in the MIS information on the 

type and frequency of deficiencies found during application 

reviews. 


FDA Corrective Action: The FDA agreed with the intent of this 

recommendation but chose to implement it by performing a study 

of not approvable letters prepared by reviewers as opposed to 

permanently incorporating the information in the MIS. 


OIG Follow up: We determined that although FDA has studied 

ANDA deficiencies, it would benefit from capturing this data 

on a routine basis in its generic drug MIS. Instead of 

performing a special one-time study of not approvable letters, 

the deficiency data in the MIS would be readily available to, 

for example, routinely inform drug firms of their ANDA 

problems. 


The FDA conducted its ANDA deficiency study in two phases. 

The results of the first phase, which focused on chemistry and 

manufacturing deficiencies, were communicated to the industry 

at a September 24, 1990 briefing and published in March 1991. 

The second phase, which focused on labeling deficiencies, was 

completed in September 1991. The FDA announced the 

availability of the study report in various trade journals and 

at meetings. The report is available to the industry and 

others through FDA's dockets management branch. 


We believe that FDA should reconsider our recommendation to 

include ANDA deficiency data in the generic drug MIS. This 

system would enable FDA to easily and routinely summarize a 

particular firm's or all firms' deficiencies at any given time 

for prompt feedback to the firms. Deficiency data should be 

communicated directly to each firm with the goal of receiving 

an acceptable ANDA from each firm on its first submission. A 

former Commissioner of FDA stated on several occasions that, 

"The quality of the application submitted to FDA remains the 

single most important factor influencing the speed of review 

and approval of the drug." 


Recommendation: Correct information in the MIS data base to 

accurately reflect the assignment of applications to 

reviewers. 


FDA Corrective Action: The FDA concurred with this 

recommendation and stated it has corrected the information in 
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the generic drug MIS data base reflecting the assignment of 

applications to specific reviewers. According to FDA, CDER 

instituted a policy to ensure that the assignments listed in 

the generic drug MIS are kept up-to-date. This policy 

requires each branch chief in OGD to obtain a MIS-generated 

status report of pending assignments. The FDA stated that on 

a biweekly basis, this report is used by the branch chiefs to 

discuss with each reviewer the status of assignments, 

discrepancies between the MIS report and actual situation, 

resolution of problems and, if warranted, the correction to 

the MIS data base. 


OIG Follow up: Our analysis of MIS monthly assignment reports 

generated during our follow-up review indicated that the data 

were mostly accurate. However, in our review of an MIS 

assignment report, dated October 22, 1991, we identified some 

inaccurate reviewer assignment data. In the report, which 

listed the names of 26 reviewers who were processing 470 

ANDAs, we noted that 9 of these ANDAs were listed as assigned 

to a reviewer who had resigned from OGD on October 4, 1991. 

The OGD officials told us they were aware of this situation 

and stated they planned to reassign the former reviewer's 

ANDAs and update the MIS. 


This situation is similar to that found during our July 1990 

review when we determined that, according to the MIS, ANDAs 

were assigned to employees who were no longer with FDA. This 

condition occurred because the OGD branch chiefs did not 

promptly reassign pending ANDAs to current reviewers and enter 

this data into the MIS. We believe that failure to promptly 

reassign applications and properly update the MIS could 

adversely affect the timely processing of ANDAs and possibly 

penalize drug firms whose ANDAs are not being reviewed. 


OIG Recommendation: Use the MIS to determine how effectively 

its current generic drug resources are used and to more 

precisely determine future staffing needs. 


FDA Corrective Action: The FDA concurred with this 

recommendation and stated that the generic drug MIS is now 

used to monitor staff workloads of original applications, 

amendments, supplements and their actions on a monthly and 

yearly basis. The FDA stated that the MIS provides management 

with the necessary information to determine how effectively 

its resources are being used and to predict future staffing 

needs. 


OIG Follow up: As suggested in our July 1990 report, FDA has 

used its MIS to project the number of ANDAs that would be 

received based on the number of brand name drugs coming off 

patent through 1997. According to FDA, the MIS was used to 
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determine the number of ANDA reviews that should be completed 

by each reviewer in a given period of time. Based on its 

analysis of projected ANDAs and reviewer productivity, we 

believe FDA can realistically estimate its staffing needs. 


The FDA has also factored into its resource estimates the need 

to reduce its current backlog of over 500 ANDAs and to 

terminate a project in which offices outside OGD are assisting 

in the review of ANDAs. The FDA plans to periodically re-

evaluate its staffing needs for generic drug reviews. 


OIG Recommendation: Revise the comprehensive action plan for 

generic drugs to incorporate those actions necessary to 

correct weaknesses in the generic drug MIS. 


FDA Corrective Action: The FDA did not concur with this 

recommendation. It believes its comprehensive action plan 

does not need to be revised since the plan was designed to 

address deficiencies in the generic drug approval process. 

The FDA stated that it would develop a separate action plan to 

specifically track the implementation of recommendations for 

the generic drug MIS. 


OIG Follow up: Although FDA did not agree to revise its 

comprehensive action plan to include those actions necessary 

to correct MIS deficiencies, we determined that it had 

developed a separate action plan to sufficiently monitor its 

progress in implementing the OIG generic drug MIS 

recommendations. The FDA tracks the progress of these 

recommendations on a quarterly basis. 


CONCLUSIONS 


The FDA's generic drug MIS, as currently designed, does not 

provide managers all the information needed to routinely 

assess and ensure the integrity of the generic drug 

application process. Accordingly, FDA needs to improve its 

generic drug MIS so that it offers up-to-date, accurate, and 

sufficient data for managers to effectively oversee the 

generic drug application review process. 


Currently, the generic drug MIS does not provide managers with 

information needed to routinely track, in elapsed days, the 

time needed to complete certain events in the ANDA review 

process. These events include the number of days needed by 

FDA to review an original ANDA and each amendment to that ANDA 

submitted by a drug firm, and the number of days needed by the 

drug firm to respond to each not approvable letter issued by 

FDA. By tracking the number of days needed to complete these 

events, managers could immediately become aware of problems 

and take corrective action. For example, if two original 

ANDAs are received in FDA at the same time from two firms, but 
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one firm receives its first deficiency letter in 120 days 

while the other firm does not receive its first deficiency 

letter until 200 days after its submission, FDA should 

immediately determine the reasons for the difference and take 

appropriate action. 


We believe that FDA should include ANDA deficiency data in the 

generic drug MIS. This would enable FDA to easily and 

routinely summarize a particular firm's deficiencies at any 

given time for feedback to the firm. Through letters, 

conferences, briefings and other methods, FDA should strive to 

improve the quality of ANDAs with a goal of providing firms 

information needed to develop and prepare acceptable ANDA 

submissions. 


With regard to the one instance where we found that MIS 

reports indicated that ANDAs were being reviewed by an 

employee who no longer works in OGD, we believe that when an 

employee leaves OGD, that employee's ANDAs should promptly be 

assigned to another employee and this reassignment accurately 

reflected in MIS reports. All MIS reports indicating the 

status of ANDAs pending review in OGD should reflect only the 

names of current employees. 


RECOMMENDATIONS 


We recommend that you direct the Commissioner of FDA to: 


ensure that the generic drug MIS tracks, in elapsed days, 

the time needed by FDA and the drug firms to complete key 

events throughout the entire application review process: 


include ANDA deficiency data in the generic drug MIS; and 

promptly communicate deficiency summaries directly to 

drug firms with the goal of assisting firms to develop 

and prepare acceptable ANDA submissions: and 


ensure that all generic drug MIS reports pertaining to 

application assignments are updated biweekly and reflect 

only the names of current employees. 


AGENCY COMMENTS AND OIG RESPONSE 


The PHS, in its August 19, 1992 memorandum commenting on our 

draft report, generally concurred in principle with each of 

our recommendations, but disagreed with the specific measures 

we proposed for improving the generic drug MIS. Its complete 

response is included in its entirety in the Appendix to this 

report and certain responses are paraphrased in this section. 
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Trackins Kev Events 


The PHS concurred in principle with our recommendation that 

FDA ensure that the generic drug MIS tracks, in elapsed days, 

the time needed by FDA and the drug firms to complete key 

events throughout the entire application review process. 

However, in accordance with its October 29, 1990 comments on 

our original MIS report, PHS continues to believe that 

including the additional elements recommended by OIG would 

involve the capturing, entering, analyzing, and interpreting 

of data which would further burden but not improve the 

oversight of the review process. The PHS believes that CDER's 

internal management monitoring system for the generic drug 

program satisfies the requirements of this recommendation. 


The PHS noted that variations in the length of approval time 

for the same drug products may result from a number of 

legitimate factors including: (1) the submission of an 

application of such poor quality that several review cycles 

might be required; (2) delay in responding to a not approvable 

letter by OGD; (3) other priority work which takes up the time 

of the reviewer; and (4) delay caused by awaiting an 

outstanding clearance from FDA's field offices about a firm 

with good manufacturing practice violations, or potential 

fraud issues. The PHS believes that as a result of measures 

such as its random assignment policy, ANDA approval tracking 

committee and barcoding system, the extent to which these 

differences can occur has been minimized and no other action 

is necessary. 


We agree that a number of legitimate factors can result in 

variations in the length of approval time for the same drug 

products. We are also encouraged by the measures FDA has 

taken to minimize the extent to which these factors contribute 

to differences in approval times. However, as illustrated by 

the situation that occurred in the late 198Os, variations in 

the length of approval time can also result from preferential 

treatment being given to a specific drug firm during the 

application review and approval process. The FDA needs to be 

able to determine if such situations are occurring and having 

an impact on the drug approval process. 


During our June 1992 exit conference, OGD officials recounted 

the time-consuming and labor-intensive task they had just 

completed to determine the reasons for the difference in two 

drug firms' approval times. This task required special MIS 

programming and a comprehensive review of application files. 

If FDA had programmed the MIS to track key events in the 

application process, OGD management would be readily aware of 

the reasons for variances in approval times as they occur and 
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the need for such labor-intensive efforts would be eliminated. 

Further, FDA would be able to take timely action to correct 

any preferential treatment situation that may be occurring. 


Deficiencv Data 


The PHS concurred with the objective of our recommendation to 

include ANDA deficiency data in the generic drug MIS; and 

promptly communicate deficiency summaries directly to drug 

firms with the goal of assisting firms to develop and prepare 

acceptable ANDA submissions. The PHS believes that the 

quality of applications submitted to FDA is a major factor in 

influencing the speed of review and approval. 


The results of FDA's October 1990 study of generic drug 

deficiencies identified approximately 1,200 deficiencies based 

on 90 not approvable letters. According to PHS, the 

deficiencies were numerous and had several levels of 

meaningful detail. The PHS believes that some of this 

deficiency information could be captured in a general sense in 

the MIS, but that it would not provide a level of detail 

useful to the generic drug industry. The PHS agreed, however, 

that additional efforts are needed to educate industry, and 

stated that FDA will continue to perform occasional studies to 

identify and organize deficiency information, and communicate 

this to the industry. 


The PHS stated that deficiencies are currently being 

communicated to industry regularly and provided examples of 

the methods used to carry out these communications. We 

acknowledge FDA's efforts to communicate with the drug 

industry to improve the quality of applications submitted to 

FDA. However, we found that the quality of applications from 

drug companies does not appear to be improving. For example, 

during the period from August 1990 to July 1991, FDA received 

a monthly average of 4.09 amendments for each original ANDA 

submitted, as compared to a monthly average of 4.96 amendments 

for each original amendment submitted between August 1991 and 

July 1992. 


Given that the quality of applications does not appear to be 

improving, we believe PHS needs to reconsider our 

recommendation to include deficiency data in the generic drug 

MIS. According to FDA, the costs of modifying and maintaining 

the MIS to include a level of necessary detail for meaningful 

analysis would be considerable and a more cost effective 

method is needed to achieve this objective. However, the 

inclusion of this data would allow OGD management to be aware 

of any firm's deficiency history at any point in time and 

eliminate the labor-intensive efforts needed to manually 

review not approvable letters. It would also allow FDA to 

work with individual firms to increase the receipt of 
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approvable drug applications. Therefore, we continue to 

believe that the benefits of having such data included in the 

generic drug MIS would outweigh the costs. 


Updatinq Reports 


The PHS concurred with our recommendation to ensure that all 

drug MIS reports pertaining to application assignments are 

updated biweekly and reflect only the names of current 

employees. According to PHS, FDA is meeting the intent of 

this recommendation through its new random assignment 

procedures. The PHS stated that amendments are treated 

differently and normally go to the prior reviewer. However, 

if that reviewer leaves, the assignment designation will be 

removed from the MIS within 2 weeks and the amendment is 

treated like an original unreviewed application, i.e., it 

remains in the branch queue as unassigned, until a reviewer is 

available to work on it. 


We would appreciate being advised within 60 days on the status 

of corrective actions taken or planned on each recommendation. 

Should you wish to discuss the issues raised by our review and 

recommendations, please call me or your staff may contact 

Daniel W. Blades, Assistant Inspector General for Public 

Health Service Audits, at (301)443-3583. 


bee: 

OIG/ES 

Reading File - OAS 

Reading File - PHSAD 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH L HUMAN SERVICES h&k nom SOAW 

Memorandum 

kom Asuiutant Secrotaxy for Health 

s*1 	 Office of Inspector General (OIG)Draft Report mPollow-~p
Review of the Food and Drug Administratlon8e (FDA) Generic 
Drug Management InformationSyetm (HIS)' 

TO 
Acting Inspector General, OS 


Attached are the Public Health Servlce'rrcomment8on the 

subject OIG draft report. We concur in principlewith the 
report's recommendationsand supportthe objectivea that 
would be achieved through implementationof them. 

Our comment8 deecribe the FDAsyetems,po1ici88and 
proceduresthat complementthe generic drug MIS and provide 
FDA management with the necessaryinfoxmationto track the 
status of generic drug application8under review,manage 
personnelworkloadrr,compilestatietica,and provide 
qualitative about each application. 

Mason, X.0., 0r.P.H. 


Attachment 




P 
. 

The objective of thlr OIG folhw-up reviewwa8 to detemino if 
FDA had implemented the recommendation8made in OfG's report 
entitled *review of FDA'8 Generic Drug Management Information 
System (MIS),' iesuedon July 6, 1990. 


The OIG found thatt (1) FDA har adequatelytracked all 

recommendationsmade by OIG in the genericdrug area to deterPline 

the Btatur of corrective aCtiOn8j (2) with one exception,the MIS 
data appeared accurateand up-to-date;and (3) the genericdxug 
MS wab ueed a8 the prima tool to eetimatestaffingneed8 for 

7
reviewing generic drug app icationr. ffoweV8Z,OIG 8tat88that 
the MIS neither routinelytrackr, in elapeeddayu, important 
event8 in the generic drug approval proc888,nor doe8 it provide 
the reason8 for variance8in the time8needed by FDA to approve 
the same drug prOdUCt submittedby differentfina8. fi80, OIG 
notes that PDA'~ method for obtainingdata on abbreviatednew 
drug application (ANDA)defiCi8nCie8,a one-time study,doer not 
provide the mean8 to continuouslyanalyzehow the drug indu8trp 

can improve the quality of it8 appliCatiOn8. 


QfG Recommendation 


1. 	 Ensure that the generic drug HIS treokr, in elapsedday8, 
the time needed by FDA and the drug firms to completekey 
events throughout the entire applicationreview proce88. 

PHS Comment 


We concur in principlewith this recommendationand believethat 
the internal management monitoring system for the generic drug 
program that is operatedby FDA'8 Center for Drug Evaluationand 
Research (CDBR)satisfiesthe requirement8of the OIG 
recommendation. 

In our October 29, 1990, comment8on the final versionof OIG'8 

original HIS report,we explainedthat importantevent8during 

the review processwere trackedeffectivelythrough regularFDA 
management oversightmeetings. We continueto believethat 
including the additionalelement8recommendedby OIG would 
involve the capturing, entering, analyzing, and interpretingof 
the data which would furtherburden the review process without 
improving the oversight of the process. 

The OIG noted that all application8for the same drug productdo 

not go throughthe review and approvalprocessin the same length 

of time. There are a variety of reasons why applicationshave 
different approval times. For example: 

o The firm may submit an application of poor quality that 
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may require88V8t81 review cl-. The mA Officm of 
"rGeneric Drug8 (OGD continua ly rtriver to infoxmthe 

industryand fndiv1dual applicant8 on waya to improve the 
qU8lity Of 5Ubmf88fOn8. For additional informatAon, de8 
the PHS responseto recommendationnumber 2 below, 

o 	 The firmmay delay in reapondingto a not ap rovable 
letter iseuedby OGD. OGD monitor8 undue dePayr and 
call8 the firm if it takes more than 45 day8 to respond 
with a mlnor amendment. 

o 	 The chemirtmay have to eet aside a reviewof a new MM 
or major amendmentto addre88 higher prioritywork, ruch 
a8 minor amendmentrr. 

o The chemi8tmay be awaiting M outstandingclearancefrom 
PDA’~ field office8about a firm with good manufacturing 
practiceviolations,or potential fraud iesuer. 

Despite th88e legitimaterea8on8 for variances in ANM approval 
timee, FDA recognize8that there are factor8 over which DGD ha8 
some control thatcould contributeto variationsin approval8of 
applications for the same drug product from different applicants. 
Therefore, FDA ha8 instituted58Veral measure8 t0 minimizethe 
extent to which the88factor8contribute to time differences. 
Some of these measuresare described below: 

o 	 Random assianmentpolicy. OGD has implementedthe new 
random assignmentsystem that generallywill ensureANDA~ 
receivedin a chemistrybranch first will be reviewed 

first. Thispolicywa8 instituted at the urgingof the 


.
OIG. 


o 	 ANDA aourovalstrackinacondttee. '&ice a month,OGD'8 
seniormanager8meet to review the statusof ANDAs and 
abbreviatedantibioticdrug application8(MDA) that have 
been recommendedfor approval by the reviewchemiets. 
The Committeeidentifiesand addresse8prOblem8,such a8 
microbiologyor complianceissue8, that could be impeding 
approval. Application8ready for approvalare carefully 
monitored to facilitatefinal administrativereviewsand 
signatures. 

o 	 Barcodinusvstem. OGD initiated a barctiingsystemafter 
it8 October1991 relocationto secure facilitie8 
which resultedin the consolidationof threedocument 
rooms. The systemtrack8 the locationof approximately 
48,000ANDA and MDA jackets and relateddocuments. It 
tracks the flow of applications into and out of the 
document room and inventoriesapplication8outsidethe 
document room, using portable laser scanners,on a weekly 
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bit818. Uling thir 8yltm, OCD review rtaff 8r8 4bl8 to 
locatedocument8when nowled, thereby �liaalnatingone of 
the cause8 of variation8 in approval ti.ms8. 

0 	BonitoxiUr GGD chemirt review 
branch chief: routinely use the Mb to monitor 3: 
progressof review of applications. They meet m&hly 
with the division director8 to diacues review progre85 
and adherence to the OGD'8 policies, including the random 
a88igIIm8ntprocedured. 


o 	Qther m948Ures. Meaeurer intended to ad&888 potential 
vulnerabilitiesin the reyiw pxOCe88 CUT al80 described 
in PHS' July 24, 1992 commentson the OIG draft report 
•~ollow-upReview of FDA’8 Generic Drug A proval 
PrOC888,' A-15-91-0002s. The88 mea8ureb Pncludol 
ffnalizinga referencedocument to facilitatethe 
chemistryreview of ANDAs, and performingquality control 
855e55m8nt8of generic drug application reviewis. 

The PHS believe8no furtheraction 18 necessary. 


2. 	 IncludeANDAdeficiencydata in the generic drug X16; and 
promptlycommunicatedeficiency8ummaries directly to drug 
firmswith the goal of a8SiSting firm8 to develop and 
prepareacceptableAHM submi55ion8. 

PHS Comment 


We concurwith the objectiveof this recommendationto provide 
informationto the industry to improvethe quality of generic 
drug applications. We believe that the quality of applications 
submittedto FDA is a major factor in influencingthe speed of 
review and approval. Nonethelesr;we need a more CO8t effective 
way to achievethi8 objective. 


In our October1990 response to 01G’S original MIS report,w8 
noted that FDA wa8 conductinga study of generic drug deficiency 
letters for the dual purposes oft (1) identifyingdeficiencies 

in the application8that contributedto their non-approval,and 

(2) organizingand communicatingthe findingsand conclusionsof 

this analysisto the drug industrywith the hope that thiswould 

result in bettersubmission8and shorter review tim88. We stated 
that informing the industryof the study's result would achieve 
the objective of the OIG recommendation. 

The study was completed and identifiedapproximately 1,200 
deficiencies based on 90 not approvableletters, The 
deficiencies were numerous and had several levels of meaningful 



detail. some of thir dofioioncy infoanationcould k capturedin 
a general mm80 in the HIS, but that it would not providea level 
of detail ueeful to the generic drug industry. 

With reepect to OIG'rrecommendationthat FDA ehouldmodify its 
generic drug MIS, we note that deficienciesare currentlybeing 
communicatedto lhdurtryregularly, and the coetr of mdifying 
and maintainingthe HIS to include a level of necessarydetail 
for meaningfulanalyrlrwould be considerable. For example: 

0 	 Comunicatinu D&&&em& OGD cmicates to the 
industryas a whole ita findingsabout the typesof 
deficienciernoted in applicationsby givingspeechemat 
trade associationmeetingr, issuing report8on rtudieaof 
deficiencier,and conducting work8hopr. 

In November1991, OGD notified industxy that it wa8 
tighteningthe pm-filing 8creeningcriteriathat it 
began ueingin 1990. Since that time, thenumber of 
"refuseto file‘ letters ha6 lncreaeed. More 
applicationswith significantdeficfenciesare being 
rejectedat the outset. This practice 8houldprovide 
incentive8to applicant6 to improve the qualityof their 
submissionsand may reeult in faster approvaltimer 
because the applicant i8 informedearly in the review 
proms8 of gross deficiencies. The reasons for 'refusing 
to file'theseapplicationswere compiledand sent to all 
generic firmsin a letter dated July 1, 1992. 

Also, OGD communicatesinformationon deficiencfeeto 
individualapplicantsby: (1) sending a not approvable 
letter in which it states the deficienciesnotedin the 
review and may also suggestionsway8 to improve the 
submission;(2) meeting with individualfirmrto discuss 
technicalieaueaabout applications;and (3)telephoning 
firms to resolveminor deficienciesor technicalissuer. 

0 	Modifvinul4IS. Regarding the coding of deficienciesin 
the MIS, the cost of categorizingand enteringthe 
deficiencieswould be substantial. Based on the resultrr 
of a 1991studyof 1,200 deficiencieein 90 not 
approvableletters, this effort would involvean average 
of 13 deficienciesfor each of the approximately100 not 
approvable lettersOGD issues monthly. At a minimum,the 
phannacologi8t,chemistry and labelingreviewerwould 
have to considerthe followingcriteriafor each 
deficiencyx (1) the part of the applicationaffected, 
such as chemistryor labeling; (2) the typeof 
deficiencies,such as stabilitytestingor manufacturing 
instructions;and (3) the reason for the deficiency. 
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A brief dercrlptionof 8aCh deficiencywould be required 
to assist any meaningful interpretation of the data. A 
feasibilitystudy would have to be done to determine, 
among other things, if the classificationsof type8of 
deficienciesused in the etudy are still appropriate. A 
major system design would need to be done, as well a8 
extensive programming to change the HIS. The reviewers 
would have to be trained to claselfy and record 
informationfor data entry, and an on-going quality 
control system would have to be i.Dplmentedto checkfor 
accuracy. 

In sunnnary, the cost to the agency to Lmplementthe OIG'r 
recommendationwould be considerable. These resources,lf 
available, would be better spent in areas where the incremental 
benefit to the agency would be greater. 

AB indicated above, FDA uses a varietyof effectivemethod8to 
routinely communicatedeficienciesto applicants. AlthoughANDA 
deficiencies are communicatedto industry,PHS agrees that 
additional efforts to educate industrymay be appropriate. 
Therefore, FDA will continue to performOCCaSiOnalstudiesto 
identify and organizedeficiency information,and communicate 
this to the industry. 

QIG Recomcnendatioq 


3. 	 Ensure that all generic drug MIS report8 pertainingto 
applicationassignmentsare updated biweeklyand reflect 
only the names of current employees. 

PHS Comment 

We concur. FDAis meeting the intentof this recommendation 
through its new random assignmentprocedure6. 

Under the new random assignmentpolity,ffiDwill continueto 
assure MIS reportsare up to date within reasonabletime frames. 
Under this policy an original unreviewedapplicationwill not be 
assigned to a revieweruntil he or she actuallyis availableto 
begin work on it. Therefore,it will remain in a branchqueue 
unassianed until a reviewer is available. 

Amendments are treatedsomewhatdifferently. Althoughtheseare 

also placed in the branch queue, they normallygo to the prior 

reviewing chemist. However, if that chemist leaves,the 

assignment designationwill be removedfrom the MIS withintw 

weeks and the amendmentis treated like an originalunreviewed 

application, i.e., it remains in the branch queue as unassigned, 

until a chemist is available to work on ft. 



